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State Corporation Commission
of Kansas

BEFORE THE STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF KANSAS 

In the Matter of the General Investigation to ) 
Examine Issues Surrounding Rate Design ) Docket No. 16-GIME-403-GIE 
For Distributed Generation Customers ) 

THE ALLIANCE FOR SOLAR CHOICE'S PETITION TO INTERVENE AND 
RESPONSE TO STAFF'S MOTION TO OPEN DOCKET 

The Alliance for Solar Choice (T ASC) respectfully files this Petition to Intervene 

in the above-referenced docket pursuant to Kansas Administrative Regulations, Section 

82-1-225. TASC is an association of rooftop solar developers operating across the 

country. Its members include SolarCity, Sunrun, Geostellar Inc., LOCY Power, 

Lightwave Solar, REPOWER by Solar Universe, Palmetto Solar, and SunTime Energy. 

TASC's member companies, and their affiliates, have already sold hundreds of thousands 

of dollars' worth of solar equipment to solar service providers and residents in Kansas. 

TASC's members are active in Kansas and hope to continue to significantly expand 

within the State. T ASC advocates for successful distributed solar energy policies that 

expand consumer choice in energy. In support of its petition, TASC states to the State 

Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas (KCC or Commission) as follows: 

Petition to Intervene 

1. On March 11, 2016, Staff filed its Motion to Open Docket and an attached 

Report and Recommendation pursuant to the Commission's Order Approving Stipulation 

and Agreement in Docket Number 15-WSEE-115-RTS. In its Motion to Open Docket, 

Staff recommended that "the Commission open a generic docket to investigate rate 

design for distributed generation customers; to determine the appropriate rate structure 
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for distributed generation customers by evaluating the costs and benefits of distributed 

generation; and to evaluate potential rate design alternatives for distributed generation 

customers." (~ 3). Staff explains that the "overarching goal for the generic docket is to 

determine whether a separate Residential Standard Distribution Tariff is necessary, and, 

if so, how to structure the Residential Standard Distributed Generation Tariff in order to 

properly recover just and reasonable costs from DG customers." (Report and 

Recommendation, p. 4 (emphasis added)). Importantly, Staff recommends that "the 

policy guidance from this generic docket should be binding upon parties and nonparties 

alike." (Report and Recommendation, pp. 7-8). 

2. Kansas Administrative Regulations, Section 82-1-225 governs the 

standards for intervention and requires a petitioner to file a petition that "states facts 

demonstrating that the petitioner's legal rights, duties, privileges, immunities, or other 

legal interests may be substantially affected by the proceeding or that the petitioner 

qualifies as an intervenor under any provision of law." As providers of solar distributed 

generation, TASC's members have a substantial interest in the Commission's evaluation 

of the benefits and costs of distributed generation and in the Commission's determination 

of any potential rate design alternatives for distributed generation customers. 

3. When TASC's members sell distributed solar generation equipment or 

services to Kansas residents, those residents are subject to the State of Kansas' policies 

for customers with distributed generation. Existing policies allow these residents, among 

other things, to net meter the energy production from their distributed generation system 
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and to continue to be treated the same as other residential utility customers.1 Any binding 

policy guidance on rate design for these customers that the Commission issues in this 

generic docket will directly and substantially impact TASC's members' ability to 

continue providing solar generation equipment and services to Kansans. The fact that 

TASC's members currently conduct business in Kansas, and the fact that those Kansas-

based business activities are potentially at stake in this docket, demonstrate that T ASC, 

through its members, has a direct Kansas nexus and should be allowed to participate fully 

in this docket. 

4. The Commission previously granted TASC's intervention in Westar's rate 

case, Docket No. 15-WSEE-115-RTS. (see Order on Interventions, Petition for Leave to 

Issue Discovery, Motion to Accept Pre-Filed Direct Testimony Out of Time and 

Modifying Procedural Schedule, ~ 24). TASC's participation was limited to issues that 

were designated for adjudication in Phase II of the evidentiary hearing in that docket (Id. 

at~ 25). Those Phase II issues included Westar's two new proposed residential tariffs, to 

which distributed generation customers would be restricted. (Id. at ~ 82). The 

Commission granted TASC's limited intervention in part because it found that Westar's 

Community Solar proposals "may lead to potential unfair competition between Westar 

and TASC," which would both directly impact TASC and its members and substantially 

affect TASC's rights. (Id. at~ 23). The Commission further granted TASC's intervention 

with respect to Westar' s new proposed residential tariffs because, as the Commission 

stated, it was "interested in gaining perspective from TASC's knowledge of solar 

distributed generation issues on a nationwide scale as well as issues other jurisdictions 

1 See Westar Energy's Residential Standard Distributed Generation tariff sheets, available at: 
htt ps://www.wcstarenergy.com/Po1tals/O/Resources/Documents/Tariffs/Residential Service DG 1015 .pdf. 
See also the Kansas Net Metering and Easy Connection Act, K.S.A. 66-1263, et. seq. 
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have faced when examining residential rate design." (Id. at~ 24). 

5. On September 24, 2015, the Commission issued its Order Approving 

Stipulation and Agreement in docket number 15-WSEE-115RTS. In that Order, the 

Commission approved the Stipulation and Agreement's proposal to open a generic docket 

to investigate the distributed generation rate design issues that had previously been 

assigned to Phase II of the rate case. As part of the Stipulation and Agreement, Westar 

had agreed to withdraw its two new residential rate proposals and to defer the issue of 

whether residential DO customers should be on a separate rate design, and, if so, what 

that separate rate design should be, to a generic docket. (Unopposed Motion to File 

Addendum to Stipulation and Agreement Out of Time,~ 3). The parties to the Stipulation 

and Agreement also committed not to oppose the interventions of any of the parties 

collectively referred to as the Solar Parties, including T ASC, in the generic docket that 

they recommended the Commission open. (Id. at ~ 6). 

6. This docket that Staff has now moved the Commission to open is the 

generic docket that the parties to the Stipulation and Agreement contemplated. As Staff 

explains in its Motion to Open Docket, rather than examining the specific rate structures 

that Westar had originally proposed in the rate case, Staff recommends that the 

Commission consider potential rate design alternatives for distributed generation 

customers more generally, examine whether separate rate treatment is even necessary for 

these customers, and evaluate the benefits and costs of distributed generation. TASC's 

knowledge of distributed generation issues, which the Commission recognized as 

grounds for granting T ASC intervention in Phase II of the rate case, will be equally 

helpful to the Commission in this generic docket (assuming the Commission decides to 
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formally open it) as this knowledge would have been in Phase II of the rate case had 

Phase II gone to hearing. As a result, if the Commission opens this docket as 

recommended by Staff, T ASC should be permitted to intervene as this will be the only 

proceeding where it can be heard on the rate design issues in which the Commission 

previously found T ASC had an interest. TASC submits that it also has an interest in these 

rate design issues generally as competitive providers of solar equipment and services. If 

Kansas's utilities are allowed to inappropriately or unfairly re-design rates for customers 

in a way that makes rooftop solar less affordable or unaffordable, it could also lead to 

unfair competition. 

7. Because TASC's rights will be affected by any policy guidance that the 

Commission issues in this generic docket, and because TASC's knowledge of distributed 

generation issues will be helpful to the Commission as it examines these issues, T ASC 

respectfully petitions the Commission to grant it full intervenor status in the docket with 

all rights that accompany that status, including but not limited to serving discovery, filing 

motions and other pleading as appropriate, presenting oral argument, and fully 

participating in any Commission hearings in this docket. 

8. TASC requests service of all pleadings, orders, and other documents in the 

above titled proceeding on the following listed individuals: 

Anne E. Callenbach 
Polsinelli PC 
900 W. 4gth Place 
Ste. 900 
Kansas City, Missouri 64112 
Phone: (816) 572-4760 
acallenbach@polsinelli.com 

Erica Joy 
The Alliance for Solar Choice 
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595 Market St, 29th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
erica@allianceforsolarchoice.com 

Jacob J. Schlesinger 
Scott Dunbar 
Keyes, Fox &Wiedman LLP 
1580 Lincoln Street, Suite 880 
Denver, CO 80203 
Phone: (970) 531-2525 
jschlesinger@kfwlaw.com 
sdunbar@kfwlaw.com 

Response to Staffs Motion to Open Docket 

9. TASC appreciates the analysis Staff provided in its Report and 

Recommendation, particularly concerning the appropriate scope of this generic docket. In 

this generic docket, the Commission will be faced with the question of whether it is 

necessary and appropriate to create a separate rate class or classes for customers who 

install distributed generation. As the Commission is well-aware, it is rare for a utility to 

propose, and for the Commission to approve, a new rate class for customers who have 

met the definition of an existing rate class for years. 

10. As the Staffs Report and Recommendation proposes, an analysis of both 

the costs and the benefits of providing utility service to distributed generation customers 

is crucial in order to determine if a separate rate class is necessary. TASC acknowledges, 

along with Staff, that it is sometimes more challenging to quantify certain benefits of 

distributed generation than it is to quantify some costs in traditional ratemaking. That 

does not mean, however, that these benefits cannot be quantified, nor does it mean that 

quantifiable benefits have no place in cost-based ratemaking, as Westar argues in its 
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Motion to Intervene and Response of Westar Energy, Inc. and Kansas Gas and Electric 

Company to Staffs Motion to Open Docket. (Westar's Motion and Response, ~ 12). If 

the cost of a utility serving a distributed generation customer are offset by the benefits that 

customer provides with his or her distributed generation system, the utility's actual costs 

of providing service to that customer are lower than they would be if the customer did not 

have distributed generation. In other words, traditional cost-based ratemaking requires the 

Commission to determine the utility's net cost of providing service to customers in order 

to establish rates for those customers that are just and reasonable. 

11. An example may help illustrate this point. When a utility offers a demand 

response program to customers, customers are paid - typically through bill credits - to 

reduce demand during peak hours when demand for energy is high and the utility's cost 

of providing service is higher than average.2 When a customer reduces his or her demand 

for energy during peak hours, he or she provides a benefit to the utility that reduces the 

utility's cost of providing service. When the utility gives the customer a bill credit for 

participating in the demand response event, the customer effectively pays the net cost the 

utility incurred to provide service to the customer (i.e., the cost of providing service 

reflected in rates minus the benefit the customer provided to the utility by participating in 

the demand response event). 

12. The particular benefits that customers with distributed generation provide 

to the utility system cannot be ignored if the Commission plans to examine the particular 

costs imposed by these customers. It is especially important to include benefits in the 

analysis if the Commission plans to decide whether a utility's net cost of providing 

2 See, e.g., Westar's Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Program Rider, Schedule EEDR, available 
at: 
https://www.westarenergy.com!Portals/Q/Resources/Documents/Tariffs/Energy Eff Dem Resp I 01 5.pdf. 
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service to distributed generation customers varies so significantly from the net cost of 

providing service to other residential customers that a new residential rate class is 

warranted. 

13. Significantly, other states that have examined the benefits and costs of net 

metering residential distributed energy systems have found that the dollar value of the 

benefits distributed generation customers provide to the utility system actually exceeds 

the retail rate, indicating that utilities typically do recover the net cost of providing 

service to customers with distributed energy systems. 3 If the benefits of distributed 

generation systems in Kansas exceed the costs they impose on Kansas utilities, there 

would be little justification for creating a distinct rate class for customers who install their 

own distributed generation systems. Even if the Commission were to find that residential 

customers with distributed generation impose net costs on Kansas utilities, a new rate 

class would only be necessary if those net costs were well outside the range of net costs 

imposed by other residential customers. 

14. In Westar's Motion and Response, Westar makes several arguments for 

why it believes the Commission should not consider any of the benefits of distributed 

3 See, e.g., "Maine Distributed Solar Valuation Study," Clean Power Research, prepared for the Maine 
Public Utilities Commission, March 2015. Available at https://mpuc-
cms.maine.gov/CO M. Pub I ic. Web UJ/Common/CaseMaster.aspx?CaseNumber=20 l 4-
00171; "Massachusetts Net Metering and Solar Task Force: Final Report to the Legislature," Grace, Robert 
and Michelman, Thomas, Sustainable Energy Advantage, April 27, 2015. Available at 
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/doer/renewables/final-net-metering-and-solar-task-force-report.pdf; "Net 
Metering in Mississippi: Costs, Benefits and Policy Considerations," Synapse Energy Economics, prepared 
for the Mississippi Public Service Commission, September 2014. Available at http://www.synapse
energy.com/sites/default/files/Net%20Metering%20in%20Mississippi.pdf; "Minnesota Value of Solar: 
Methodology," Clean Power Research, prepared for the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of 
Energy Resources, January 2014. Available at http://www.cleanpower.com/wp-content/uploads/MN-VOS
Methodology-2014-0l-30-FINAL.pdf; "Nevada Net Energy Metering Impacts Evaluation," Energy and 
Environmental Economics (E3) Consulting, July 2014. Available at 
http://puc.nv.gov/uploaded Fi les/pucnvgov/Content/ About/Media Outreach/ Announcements/ A nnouncemen 
ts/E3%20PUCN%20NEM%20Report%202014.pdf?pdf=Net-Metering-Study; "Evaluation of Net Metering 
in Vermont Conducted Pursuant to Act 125 of2012," Vermont Public Service Department, January 15, 
2013. Available at: http://www.Jeg.state.vt.us/reports/20 I 3Extema!Reports/285580.pdf. 
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generation in this generic docket. As discussed above, Staffs stated goal of this 

proceeding is to determine whether it is necessary to create a new separate rate class for 

distributed generation customers, and, if so, how that rate class should be structured to 

allow utilities to recover their just and reasonable costs (see ii 1, above). Despite Staffs 

clear statement of purpose for this docket, Westar makes numerous arguments in which it 

conflates any analysis of benefits with determining the appropriate compensation for 

distributed generation customers. 

15. For example, Westar argues that consideration of benefits of DG was not 

among the issues referred to this docket by the Stipulation and Agreement. Westar 

acknowledges that the parties agreed to defer to this docket the questions of 1) whether a 

separate Residential Standard Distributed Generation Tariff is necessary, and, 2) if so, 

"how to structure the Residential Standard Distributed Generation Tariff in order to 

properly recover just and reasonable costs from customers with distributed generation 

should be deferred to a generic docket." However, Westar incorrectly assumes that any 

discussion of benefits would only be relevant to the second inquiry regarding cost 

recovery. (Westar's Motion and Response, ii 6). As explained above, the issue of benefits 

is also relevant to the first issue of whether a separate rate class is even appropriate. The 

Unopposed Motion for Leave to File Addendum to Stipulation and Agreement Out of 

Time in Docket 15-WSEE-115R TS clearly states at paragraph 6, 

The changes to paragraph 39 simply clarify that the Solar Parties will 
retain their rights to argue during the generic docket that it is not 
necessary to establish a different rate for customers with distributed 
generation, something that the Phase I parties believed was implicit in 
the initial version of the S&A. 

The rights retained by the Solar Parties by the amended stipulation include the right to 
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argue that a separate rate class is unnecessary due, in part, to the benefits of distrusted 

generation to the utility's system. 

16. Westar also correctly states that the rate a utility must pay a distributed 

generation customer for excess energy is a matter of settled law determined by the 

Kansas Net Metering and Easy Connection Act. (Westar's Motion and Response, ~ 8). 

But confusingly, Westar later argues that the benefits of distributed generation should 

only be considered when determining "the regulated price a utility is required to pay for 

energy purchases," even though that regulated price has, as Westar says, already been 

determined by the Legislature. (Id. at~ 11 ). 

17. There is no indication that Staff, when it suggested that the Commission 

consider the benefits as well as the costs of distributed generation, intended that the 

Commission should reevaluate utility compensation levels for the excess energy 

produced by distributed generation systems in this generic docket. T ASC is likewise not 

recommending a reevaluation of compensation levels for distributed generation 

customers in this docket. Rather, in order to determine whether utilities are recovering 

their just and reasonable cost of service from distributed generation customers - the 

stated goal of this docket - it is crucial to determine the actual cost of serving these 

customers. As discussed earlier, the benefits that distributed generation customers 

provide to the utility system reduce the utility's actual cost of providing service. It would 

be neither just nor reasonable to allow a utility to recover through rates more than its 

actual cost of providing service to customers, plus a reasonable return on investment. 

18. Westar further argues in its Motion and Response that it would be unfair 

for the Commission to consider the benefits of distributed generation in this generic 
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docket because, if distributed solar generation "provides some external benefits, universal 

solar would provide those same benefits, albeit at lower costs." (Id. at~ 18). TASC is 

unfamiliar with the term, "universal solar," but assumes that Westar is referring to utility

scale solar installations (i.e., large systems that are not co-located with a utility load). 

Westar seemingly assumes that the only differences between distributed solar systems 

and utility-scale solar systems are size and cost. It is TASC's assertion that the 

decentralized nature of distributed solar (also known as on-site or rooftop solar) provides 

benefits to the utility and to customers, such as grid resiliency, deferred transmission and 

distribution infrastructure investments, and reduced line losses, that utility-scale solar 

cannot provide. However, the Commission need not decide this issue now; rather, it 

should allow Staff and other intervenors to introduce evidence on the benefits of 

distributed generation in this docket and not needlessly limit the docket's scope at the 

outset. 

19. T ASC concurs with the list of benefits of distributed generation that are 

worthy of examination in this proceeding that Staff provided in its Report and 

Recommendation (pp. 5-6). Those benefits are: avoided energy costs, avoided generation 

capacity costs, avoided ancillary services and capacity reserve costs, avoided 

transmission costs, avoided distribution costs, avoided environmental costs, avoided 

renewables cost, price mitigation benefits, economic development, health benefits, and 

grid security. TASC suggests adding avoided system losses to the list of benefits that 

should be explored in this docket. If TASC's intervention is granted in this docket, 

TASC's participation will help the Commission to analyze and quantify these benefits in 

a rigorous and analytical fashion. TASC's extensive knowledge and experience with 
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distributed generation issues will help ensure that any policy guidance the Commission 

issues in this docket will be based on evidence and sound reasoning. 

20. Finally, TASC submits that it is unnecessary to limit the scope of this 

generic proceeding from the outset, before any discovery has occurred and before any 

evidence has been introduced. If the Commission decides that a particular benefit of 

distributed generation should not be considered in the analysis, it can do so based on the 

evidence at any time during the proceeding or in its order establishing its policy 

guidance. Evidence on the benefits of distributed generation will not bog down the 

proceeding; rather, it will ensure that the Commission's analysis is comprehensive and 

complete. There is no reason for the Commission to tie its own hands at the outset - as 

Westar would have the Commission do - by limiting the scope of this proceeding to 

exclude any analysis of the benefits of distributed generation. 

WHEREFORE, T ASC respectfully requests that the Commission grant its 

Petition for Intervention in this docket, if the Commission decides to formally open the 

docket. T ASC also requests that the Commission accept the recommendations of Staff 

contained in Staffs Report and Recommendations regarding the scope of the docket, 

including the recommendation to fully consider both the benefits and costs of distributed 

generation in this docket. Finally, T ASC requests all other relief to which it is entitled. 
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RespeA~ 

Anne E. Callenbach (KS #18488) 
Polsinelli PC 
900 W. 48th Place 
Ste. 900 
Kansas City, Missouri 64112 
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Phone: (816)-572-4760 
acallenbach@polsinelli.com 

Isl JacQb J. Schlesinger 
Jacob J. Schlesinger, Colorado Bar# 41455 
Scott F. Dunbar, Colorado Bar #44521 
Keyes, Fox &Wiedman LLP 
1580 Lincoln Street, Suite 880 
Denver, CO 80203 
Phone: (720) 216-1184 
j schlesinger@kfwlaw.com 
sdun1gar@kfwlaw.c2m 
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STATE OF Mt >~o uiei 

COUNTY OF J ,.({/LSI j) 

) 
) SS. 

) 

VERIFICATION 

I, Anne E. Callenbach, being duly sworn, on oath state that I am counsel to The Alliance For 
Solar Choice, that I have read the foregoing pleading and know the contents thereof, and that the 
facts set forth therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

The foregoing pleading was subscribed and sworn to before me this ApritJL, 2016. 

My Commission Expires: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned h1(by certifies that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing has been 
served via e-mailed this ~ay of April 2016, to: 

JAMES G. FLAHERTY, ATTORNEY 
ANDERSON & BYRD, L.L.P. 
216 S HICKORY 
PO BOX 17 
OTTAWA, KS 66067 
jtlaherty@andersonbyrd.com 

MARTIN J. BREGMAN 
BREGMAN LAW OFFICE, L.L.C. 
311 PARKER CIRCLE 
LA WREN CE, KS 66049 
mjb@mjbregmanlaw.com 

ANDREW J ZELLERS, GEN COUNSELNP 
REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
BRIGHTERGY, LLC 
1617 MAIN ST 3RD FLR 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108 
andy.zellers@brightergy.com 

DOROTHY BARNETT 
CLIMATE & ENERGY PROJECT 
PO BOX 1858 
HUTCHINSON, KS 67504-1858 
barnett@climateandenergy.org 

ARON CROMWELL 
CROMWELL ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. 
615 VERMONT ST 
LAWRENCE, KS 66044 
ACROMWELL@CROMWELLENV.COM 

BRYAN OWENS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF 
PLANNING & REGULATORY 
EMPIRE DISTRICT INDUSTRIES, INC. 
602 JOPLIN 
PO BOX 127 
JOPLIN, MO 64802-0127 
bowens@empiredistrict.com 

C. EDWARD PETERSON, ATTORNEY 
FINNEGAN CONRAD & PETERSON LC 
1209 PENNTOWER OFFICE CENTER 
3100 BROADWAY 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64111 
ed.peterson201 O@gmail.com 

ROBERT J. HACK, LEAD REGULATORY 
COUNSEL 
KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
ONE KANSAS CITY PL, 1200 MAIN ST (64105) 
PO BOX 418679 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64141-9679 
ROB.HACK@KCPL.COM 

DARRIN R. IVES, SENIOR DIRECTOR, 
REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
ONE KANSAS CITY PL, 1200 MAIN ST (64105) 
PO BOX 418679 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64141-9679 
darrin.ives@kcpl.com 

ROGER W. STEINER, CORPORA TE COUNSEL 
KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
ONE KANSAS CITY PL, 1200 MAIN ST (64105) 
PO BOX 418679 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64141-9679 
roger.steiner@kcpl.com 

MARY TURNER, COMPLAINTS 
KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
ONE KANSAS CITY PL, 1200 MAIN ST (64105) 
PO BOX 418679 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64141-9679 
MARY.TURNER@KCPL.COM 



MICHAEL DUENES, LITIGATION COUNSEL 
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION 
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD 
TOPEKA, KS 66604-4027 
m.duenes@kcc.ks.gov 

SAMUEL FEATHER, OFFICE OF GENERAL 
COUNSEL 
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION 
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD 
TOPEKA, KS 66604-4027 
s.feather@kcc.ks.gov 

AMBER SMITH, CHIEF LITIGATION 
COUNSEL 
KANSAS CORPORATION COMMISSION 
1500 SW ARROWHEAD RD 
TOPEKA, KS 66604-4027 
a.smith@kcc.ks.gov 

KELLY J. KAUFFMAN 
KAUFFMAN & EYE 
4840 Bob Billings Pkwy, Ste. I 000 
Lawrence, KS 66049-3 862 
kelly@kauffmaneye.com 

JACOB J SCHLESINGER, ATTORNEY 
KEYS FOX & WIEDMAN LLP 
1400 16TH ST 
16 MARKET SQUARE, STE 400 
DENVER, CO 80202 
JSCHLESINGER@KFWLA W.COM 

ANNEE.CALLENBACH,ATTORNEY 
POLSINELLI PC 
900 W 48TH PLACE STE 900 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64112 
acallenbach@polsinelli.com 
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FRANK A. CARO, ATTORNEY 
POLSINELLI PC 
900 W 48TH PLACE STE 900 
KANSAS CITY, MO 64112 
fcaro@polsinelli.com 

JAMES BRUNGARDT, REGULATORY 
AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATOR 
SUNFLOWER ELECTRIC POWER 
CORPORATION 
301W.13TH 
PO BOX 1020 (67601-1020) 
HAYS, KS 67601 
JBRUNGARDT@SUNFLOWER.NET 

MARK D. CALCARA, GENERAL COUNSEL 
SUNFLOWER ELECTRIC POWER 
CORPORATION 
301W.13TH 
PO BOX 1020 (67601-1020) 
HAYS, KS 67601 
MCALCARA@SUNFLOWER.NET 

TAYLORP.CALCARA,ATTORNEY 
WATKINS CALCARA CHTD. 
1321 MAIN ST STE 300 
PO DRAWER 1110 
GREAT BEND, KS 67530 
TCALCARA@WCRF.COM 

CATHRYN J. DINGES, SENIOR CORPORATE 
COUNSEL 
WESTAR ENERGY, INC. 
818 S KANSAS AVE 
PO BOX 889 
TOPEKA, KS 66601-0889 
cathy.dinges@westarenergy.com 


